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Massive population movements, including those induced by disasters 
and environmental change, produce significant shifts in the management 
of ecosystems in the areas of destination. Newcomers will have to 
depend on local ecosystems to meet their need for essential resources 
(e.g. water, fuel and food) and for absorbing their waste, potentially 
impacting negatively the environment upon which local communities 
already depend for sustainment.

Reducing the ecological footprint of people on the move is an essential 
part of respecting local carrying capacity and avoiding secondary 
displacement due to environmental degradation and related hazards. 
Environmental concerns should be taken into account when planning 
and managing displacement sites, from the moment a site is selected 
until after it has been responsibly closed.15

Actions

 Respect principles and procedures that 
minimize the environmental impact of migration 
management measures at each stage of the 
crisis.
 Carry out an environmental assessment as soon 
as a location is selected to be a displacement 
site.
 Ensure that the procurement and disposal of 
materials necessary for constructing settlements 
and the provision of water, sanitation and energy 
facilities are performed in environmentally-
friendly ways. Example: Pakistan.
 Ensure that measures to support livelihoods and 
income opportunities respect the limit of the 
carrying capacity of host ecosystems.

 Make sure that, upon closure of temporary 
settlements, any waste produced is disposed 
of responsibly and the sites where these 
settlements were located are environmentally 
rehabilitated.
 Reduce the exploitation of host ecosystems, 
in order to prevent conflict over resources 
between newcomers and the host community. 
This particularly benefits vulnerable individuals, 
in particular young people and women, who are 
usually in charge of natural resource extraction 
activities (e.g. provision of water and gathering 
of fuel wood). Example: Somalia.

15 More information on environmental concerns in camp and camp-
like contexts can be found in the Camp Management Toolkit 
(available for download from www.nrc.no/arch/_img/9295458.
pdf) and the IOM Camp Closure Guidelines (in publication).

http://www.google.ch/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;frm=1&amp;source=web&amp;cd=3&amp;ved=0CEYQFjAC&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nrc.no%2Farch%2F_img%2F9295458.pdf&amp;ei=BMBiUZelNIPB0QWp24CwBg&amp;usg=AFQjCNGhkSGIKrOeZzcRpj6HP8VivITgbQ&amp;sig2=llsfOLkaHYcD3EhA68otsA&amp;bvm=bv.44770516%2Cd.d2k
www.nrc.no/arch/_img/9295458.pdf
www.nrc.no/arch/_img/9295458.pdf
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CASE STUDY 18: Local procurement for reconstruction in Pakistan

Following the 2011 floods in Pakistan – which destroyed more than 690,000 houses according to the 
National Disaster Management Authority – millions of people were left homeless. Providing assistance 
to the affected communities and enabling their recovery proved financially challenging due to the 
limited resources for financing emergency and temporary shelter provision and concrete building 
construction.

In order to provide culturally fit, eco-friendly and financially viable options for large-scale community self-
reconstruction activities, IOM promoted seven vernacular shelter types, all of which featured disaster-
resistant improvements on traditional low-cost mud shelter forms (the so-called “katcha houses”). 
The construction methods for the identified types, with their improvements, were compiled into a 
construction manual produced by a local organization for heritage conservation and development. The 
manual was the key technical guide for the implementation of the programme, which assisted 22,900 
families in reconstructing their own shelters with minimum external input. The main objective of this 
“reverse” approach was to de-centralize the construction and material procurement process into the 
hands of the selected communities and markets, allowing better use of locally available resources and 
supporting the recovery of the local economy and livelihoods. By strengthening foundations, walls and 
roofs, the improved units were made rain- and flood-resistant. Foundations were reinforced by using 
lime, sand, stone or brick crush. For the shelters’ walls, sand, mud, lime, straw and cow dung were used 
in cob or adobe forms. The roofs used bamboo, plastic sheets, straw mats, lime and sand to achieve 
weather- and load-resistance.

The improved katcha houses use natural, abundant and locally sourced materials (such as bamboo 
and straw mats). Overall, the new shelter designs allow for the construction of safer homes, which 
can guarantee the protection of people, assets and livestock in hazard-prone communities, while at 
the same time significantly reducing the environmental footprint of reconstruction (by relying on local 
brunt brick production). IOM committed to the reconstruction of more than 1,000 villages in the Mirpur 
Khas, Tharparkar, Umerkot and Tando Allahyar districts and has already observed some positive
results in terms of building resistance to weather in recent heavy rain events.
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